Figure S1. Two maps calculated with pseudo-Babinet-inverse phase sets. During tests
of initial phasing by density modification, the phase sets “condensed” into one or the
other pseudo-Babinet-related solutions. This behavior differs from the Babinet flips
reported for spherical viruses [1,2]. The phases for these two maps originated in
application of 48-fold NCS (marked “NCS” in Figs. 1 and 2) to the manually-placed
cryo-EM electron density (Figs. S5 and S6). The 30Å thick map slab through the cap
structure is drawn in wire frame representation, and in perspective; the top of this figure
shows the C-terminal disks seen from below. The horizontal red line is 100Å long. A
model built using one phase set (red map), would have had 48 MVP polypeptide chains
up the sides of the cap region (left and right sides of the figure), bending in to form a
single C-terminal disk, with all 48 chains converging in the mushroom shape at top
center. Such a disk structure would be impossible because of crowding. The pseudoBabinet-inverse related phase set (blue map, same as in Fig. 2) resulted in a map that
would have resulted from a plausible structure. The blue map was chosen to initiate “dot
model” refinement. If model-building had been initiated from this blue map, the 48 MVP
chains of some conformation (at far left and right in this figure; now called “cap helices”
in Figs. 1, 4, “domain 13” elsewhere) would have become non-equivalent (in what is now
the “crossover zone,” Fig. 5k), to form two less-crowded disks (top of this figure; now
called “double-layer disks”). This figure (including the scale bar) was made with XFIT of
XtalView [3], RENDER of Raster3D [4], and labeled with Photoshop.
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